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ABSTRACT 

Agnia Silmi. 171230102. 2022. Students’ Responses toward the Exploring 

of Free Writing into Creative Writing (A Case Study at Students with 

Linguistic Intelligence of SMK Negeri 1 Kota Serang Academic Year of 

2021/2022). 

 

The research aims to determine the responses and motivation of students 

with linguistic intelligence in exploring free writing into creative writing, as 

well as the results of creative writing. The participants of this research were 

7 students of tenth grade majoring in culinary arts at the SMKN 1 Kota 

Serang in the academic year 2021/2022. The research uses a qualitative 

method with a case study as the research design. The instruments used for 

data collection were multiple intelligence tests, writing tests, and interviews. 

The data analysis of this research uses the theory of Miles and Huberman to 

describe the research findings, while the writing results use a surface strategy 

taxonomy. The results show that the responses of students with linguistic 

intelligence in explore writing show more positive responses such as feeling 

pounding, surprised, fun, happy, feeling challenged, difficult but challenging, 

until a bit challenging because still confused but finally understood. Students 

are also motivated to explore writing at another time because writing by 

converting writing can make it easier for students to get ideas and plots in 

writing a story, fun, challenging, and various other personal reasons. As for 

the results of creative writing, the researcher used a surface strategy 

taxonomy to classify the types of errors, the results of students’ creative 

writing showed that there were 133 errors. The first type of error is 

misinformation with 57 or 42.86% errors, the second is omission with 37 or 

27.82% errors, the third is addition with 31 or 23.31%, and the last is 

misordering with 8 or 6.01% errors. 

 

Keywords: Students Responses, and Exploring of Free Writing into Creative 

Writing. 
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